A digital device for measuring high-order structure functions J. A. Herweijer, F. C. van Nijmweegen, K. Kopinga, J. H. Voskamp, and W. van We describe a prototype digital device for measuring high-order structure functions in turbulence. Because the structure function is a special case of the correlation function, the device may find usage outside the study of turbulence. The device operates at 20 kHz on 1Zbits data and updates probability distribution functions of signal differences for 64 arbitrarily chosen time delays in real time.
An intriguing facet of turbulence is the statistics of vedifference calculation corresponds to a memory address. locity fluctuations on the flow. Unlike that of other natural Each time a certain difference occurs, the contents of the processes, it is highly non-Gaussian and has interesting scalmemory at that address are incremented. The incrementing ing properties. A precise experimental quantification of turoperation is identical to that of a multi-channel analyzer. bulent fluctuations is of prime importance in a comparison Therefore, the structurator is implemented as an address genbetween large-scale numerical simulations and experimental erator that forms a front end to a multi-channel analyzer with results, or in judging the value of simple turbulence models.' a large fast memory (up to 4 Mbytesj. A central role in the statistics of the small-scale motion in turbulence is played by the structure function G,(r)." It is defined as GJr)=(Au(r)P), where A u(r) is a velocity difference measured a distance Y apart, Au(r) = u(x) -u(x +r),, and the ( ) denote an average over x. In many turbulent flows the time-dependent signal u(t) of a stationary probe may be viewed as a space-dependent signal u(x), x= Ut, where U is the mean flow velocity. In terms of a temporal signal, the structure function can then be written as Gp(~)= ((u(t) --u(t+ Q-))P). In the casep=2 it contains the ordinary correlation function. Of key interest in turbulence are the high-order @>S) structure functions. Because these are an average over the increasingly rare instances of increasingly large velocity differences, the statistical accuracy is a problem and extremely long-time averages am needed. The scaling behavior of structure functions implies Gp(r)=rc@). As is the case in critical phenomena, the interest is in the scaling function l(p) that has universal properties.3
While for the real-time measurement of the correlation function it may still be feasible to actually perform multiplications u(t)u(i+ 7) on limited precision data, this is no longer possible for high-order structure functions and the route via distribution functions is unavoidable.
Our prototype has been designed for the PhyDAS environment (Physics Data Acquisition System), a system for real-time data acquisition in physics experiments developed by the Physics Department of the Eindhoven University of Technology. This has significantly eased the design and prototyping of the structurator.
Because of the central role of structure functions in turbulence, special hardware was constructed for measuring them in real time. The "structurator" is designed to work on 12-bits turbulence data with the number of possible time delays Q-limited to 64. Although structure functions are not as well-known as correlation functions, they have found an important practical application in photon correlation spectroscopy. In the case of slowly drifting signals the secondorder structure function converges much faster than the correlation function.4 For this application, dedicated hardware to measure second-order structure functions in real-time is now commercially available. However, it can only handle 4-bits data (which is adequate for photon correlation spectroscopy). Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the structurator. The prime function of the structurator is to convert a sequence of measured voltages of a velocity probe to PDF's of velocity differences. Because the response of the probe is non-linear, the 12-bits sampled voltage is transformed to a 1Zbits velocity using a lookup table in a 2 l2 X 12-bits RAM. The 12-bits voltage word serves as an address and the corrected 12-bits signal is contained in the corresponding memory location.
The structure function of order p is is an integral over the probability distribution function (PDF) P(Au) of turbulent' velocity differences Au( 7) measured a time delay 7 apart, GP( 7) = JdAu(Au)PP(Au).
Our device updates these PDF's at up to 64 time delays in real time. The result of a To support a large dynamical range of time delays 7, 1024 successive signal samples (sampling time 7,) are kept in a circular buffer that is implemented in a 21°X 12-bits RAM on the address generator board. The first 1024 samples of each experiment are stored directly in this buffer as an initialization. For the following samples the signal difference is calculated for 32 or 64 different time delays, .r=kirs, where the integers ki= 1 * . -1024 are related to the addresses (0. a. 1023) of the circular buffer. The values of the delay kl, i=l-a-32, or i=l..
-64 can be chosen from an offset table that is implemented in a 26X lo-bits RAM. This offset table contains 32 or 64 numbers between 0 and 1023 that are the offsets for the circular buffer. The offset table is walked through by a 6-bits offset counter. The choice of the time delays kirs is given by the interest in the scaling behavior of Gp(r) that follows from plotting the log of G, against the log of 7. Preferably, therefore, the time delays 7 should be spaced equidistantly on a log axis, i.e. the ki should increase appro?cbnately exponentially with i. The base address that points to the last stored signal value in the circular buffer is stored in a lo-bits down counter. After 32 (64) differences between the current value and signal values in the buffer have been computed, this counter is decremented and the oldest signal value is overwritten by the current value.
The time delays at which signal-differences are calculated are selected by adding the contents a of the offset table to the current base address of the circular buffer (that is the contents of the lo-bits down counter). The resulting address points to the signal value with time delay (a + 1)~~ in the buffer. The difference of the value with the current signal value is calculated in an arithmetic unit.
The result of this operation is a 13-bits word which is concatenated with the 6-bits contents of the offset counter Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 65, No. 5, May 1994 that indexes the time delay of the signal difference and thus indexes the appropriate distribution function P (Au(kirs) ). This 19-bits word forms an address that points to a MultiChannel Analyzer where the contents of the corresponding memory location are incremented. At the end of a measurement, the memory of the MCA contains the 32 (64) probability distribution functions corresponding to 32 (64) time delays 7 in 32 (64) groups of 8192 32-bits words. These PDF's can be read and used for further calculation of the structure functions.
A single signal difference calculation and increment of the associated PDF takes about 1.5 ,us. This implies a maximum sample rate of 20 kHz for the simultaneous update of PDFs at 32 time delays. The sample rate in our current design is limited by the time it takes to send a single data item to the MCA and the time to increment the corresponding memory location in the MCA, together approximately 600 ns.
In conclusion, the device described in this paper provides a highly desirable alternative to off-line computing of a standard quantity in turbulenceP It has allowed us to focus on the experiment, rather than on the storage and handling of extremely long data series in the conventional approach. In its present prototype stage its 20 kHz processing speed is faster than the on-average processing speed of a state of the art workstation (whose realtime response is, of course, not guaranteed). The same basic design of the structurator with faster electronic components would enable a much higher throughput, This work is part of the research program of the "Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM)," which is financially supported by the "Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (NWO)." The authors are indebted to R. Takken who has designed the prototype.
